Watchit! 3D

Smart Watch Mobile Mount
Package Contents:
(1) Watchit! 3D Smart Watch Mount with wrist band
clamping mechanism.
(2) SP-1 Dual coil spring assembly, rated at 3.9 lbs./inch
using Black or White Strong & Flexible
No Tools Required for Installation
Caution: Do not mount Watchit! 3D in front of an air bag
deployment zone.

Apple Watch and Pebble Time product names are trademarks or registered
trademarks of their respective companies.
byVinzant is not affiliated with Arkon Resources Inc., Apple Inc., or Pebble.

Watchit! 3D is a universal smart watch mount used for
operating and charging a smart watch in a vehicle.

Connection to Arkon compatible mounts:

-Mounts to automobile air vent with Vinzant AV-1 mounting adapter
-Compatible with the following Arkon vehicle mounts:
GN042, GN033-G, GN083, GN097, GN097-USB www.Arkon.com

STEP 1:

Remove wing nut leaving screw in place.

STEP 2:

Remove fitting.

Setup:
Install dual coil spring
into the spring seats:

Using Watchit! 3D:

Upper band clamp

Mounting
Seat

Note:
For stronger
springs it may be
necessary to use
the center tab
and insert the
smart watch one
band at a time.

STEP 3:

Attach Watchit! 3D mounting seat to screw
and loosely replace wing nut.

STEP 4:

Rotate to desired position and tighten wing nut.

Shoulders
Insert
Watch
Bands
Pinching
Mechanism

Lower band clamp

STEP 1:

Remove smartwatch from wrist.

STEP 2:

Using the index finger and thumb, pinch the buttons together. The
band clamps will separate from the shoulders up to 3/8”.

STEP 3:

Insert the watch bands into the gaps between the
shoulders and the band clamps. The watch band
does not need to be connected.

STEP 4:

Release the buttons. The smartwatch is now firmly
clamped to the mount.

STEP 5:

Attach charging connector to either side or to the back of
the smartwatch. Use Vinzant charging connector adapters
(purchased separately) to enhance the experience.

Charging Connector Adapters:
AC-1 Apple Watch
Charging Connector
Adapter
Apple magnetic inductive charging
connector snaps into the adapter
and is presented the back of the
smart watch.

PC-1 Pebble Time
Charging Connector
Adapter
Pebble magnetic charging
connector snaps into the
adapter.

Handling and Care
Strong and Flexible plastic is dishwasher safe, not watertight, not recyclable, and not food
safe. Strong & Flexible plastics are heatproof to 80℃ / 176℉ degrees. Higher temperatures
may significantly change material properties.

Dimensions Cm: 5.398 x / 7.62 y / 9.996 z Weight: 68 grams
Dimensions In: 2.125 x / 3 y / 3.935 z Weight: 2.4 oz.
Material Volume: 70.9 cm3 Machine Space: 134.1 cm3
3D Print Material: Black or White Strong & Flexible
3D Print Process: Selective Laser Sintered Dyed Nylon Plastic
3D Printed & Fulfilled by:
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